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ABSTRACT 

In this study, comparative analysis was done on three different footing namely 

Single Footing, Combined Footing and MAT or Raft Footing with similar loading 

conditions. This included comparative study of their structural behaviour 

considering for building frame G+5. A comparison in analysis results was done on 

certain important parameters such as deflection, support reaction, axial force, 

torsion and Shear force. The cost analysis was conducted in this experimental 

investigation as per S.O.R, 

In this paper we are reviewing the literatures and publications related to analysis of 

footing and soil structure interaction. 

Keywords: Soil, footing, structure analysis, seismic analysis, shape of foundations, 

forces, SAFE. 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

The lowest part of a structure which transfers its load 

to the soil beneath is known as foundation. The 

stability of a structure mostly depends on the 

performance of foundation. Its design should be done 

properly, considering its importance. Depending on 

the depth of embedment, foundations can be 

classified as shallow or deep. The ultimate load which 

can be sustained by the soil is identified as bearing 

capacity. Bearing capacity and settlement are two 

parameter requirement for the design of shallow 

foundation. It is essential for engineers to estimate 

the foundation’s bearing capacity subjected to vertical 

loads. More often than not, such a significant number 

of concentrates for estimation of bearing limit 

includes foundation exposed to vertical loading. 

Notwithstanding, for certain structures, for example, 

projection, holding divider, entrance surrounded 

structure and water front structure, which are 

frequently exposed to unusual loads because of even 

push and bending moment. Settlement of foundation 

under loads because of the development of soil 

molecule on a level plane and vertically beneath the 

balance. Tilt of the footing caused by eccentric 

loading which results to non-uniform stress 

distribution and unequal settlement below the 

footing. When centric vertical load subjected to the 

foundation, uniform stress distribution under the 

footing and equal settlement at both edges occurred. 

The tilt of footing directly proportional to the (e/B) 

ratio, i.e. it increases with the increasing (e/B) ratio. 

At the point when flightiness proportion is more 
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prominent than 1/6, the edge of the balance which is 

far from focus will lose its contact with the soil. 

Therefore, it will diminish the successful width (B') 

of balance and which will lessen a definitive bearing 

limit of foundation. Stress created in various layers of 

soil because of the forced loads by different structures 

at the foundation level will dependably be joined by 

some measure of strain, which causes settlement of 

the structures.  

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Liam Wotherspoon (2004) the research paper 

demonstrated utilization of an existing dynamic basic 

investigation bundle in displaying the seismic reaction 

of encircled structures on shallow foundations. The 

yielding and elevate qualities of the foundations was 

displayed by adjusting accessible basic models in the 

product. A compelling plan of structure/foundation 

frameworks was better correspondence among 

structure and geotechnical specialists. The paper 

considered both the solidness of the foundations just 

as the limit. The solidness was demonstrated by 

accepting straight versatile - yielding conduct of the 

foundations and the limit by checking the bearing 

limit factor of security.  

 

The conclusions inferred that during seismic tremor 

load the shallow foundations were dependent upon 

fluctuation about the static vertical load, and 

fluctuating even shear and moment. Of these three 

load vacillations, it was the moment that set the most 

extreme interest on the bearing limit of the footings. 

there was a requirement for an increasingly advanced 

shallow foundation model with vertical, level and 

moment springs connected so that during inspire the 

foundation gets withdrew from basic soil and the even 

and minute springs likewise isolate. RUAMOKO made 

it conceivable to build up a coordinated model of the 

structure/foundation framework. The time span 

during which the bearing limit of a portion of the 

shallow foundations was low. The flexible structure 

yields before the foundation, and acts to shield the 

foundations. Both the flexible and malleable 3-story 

structures displayed elevate for certain footings. 

 

Dinesh S.Patil and Anil S.Chander (2016) the research 

paper introduced a comparative investigation of the 

cost of several types of foundations namely Pad 

footing, Trapezoidal footing, Stepped footing. These 

foundations were utilized to appraise the cost of an 

enhanced reinforced concrete footing base for 

structure safety. The foundation framework must be 

intended to guarantee the adequate external stability 

of the whole framework and keep up the inner load-

bearing limit of the structure segments through a 

suitable plan of the parts. The enhancement 

established the profundity of cement and region of 

steel and upgraded balance materials, cost of cement, 

reinforced steel and formwork of planned areas was 

additionally figured. The total cost factor and other 

cost factor was summarized, to sum up, and streamline 

the computations of balance material expense. A 

numerical model was introduced for evaluating the 

material expense of the balance for an ideal axial load.  

The outcomes expressed that quantity counts and 

costing were evaluated for a five-storey structure 

having same axial load and diverse SBC for Pad 

footing, Trapezoidal footing and ventured footing and 

furthermore changed the axial load from 600 kN/m2 

to 2000 kN/m2. For rectangular balance cost of the 

foundation was 1, 11,368.00Rs around for SBC 100 

kN/m2 while it was 89,906.00 Rs for slanted balance, 

70,423.00 for ventured balance. The qualities 

exhibited that when SBC of soil was low theirs was a 

requirement for ventured balance as it ends up being 

efficient. As SBC of soil increments from 100 to 300 

kN/m2 the complete expense of balance planned by 

each of the three techniques, diminishes fit as a fiddle. 

Where SBC of soil was between 300 to 400 kN/m2, it 

was seen that cost contrast among slanted and 

ventured balance was getting decreased, additionally 
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rectangular balance demonstrates uneconomical in 

this range of SBC. 

 

S.Balachandar and D.Narendra Prasad (2017) the 

research paper introduced the investigation of self-

weight of footing concerning safe bearing limit, the 

examination of Depth Vs Reinforcement, and 

comparative analysis of footing geometry between the 

concentric Square footings, eccentric one-way square 

footing, eccentric both ways square footings.  

 

Self-load of the footing was considered as 10-15%, yet 

lay relies on the Safe Bearing Capacity of soil. So 

dependent on the site condition the level of self-

weight was resolved. Furthermore, if the soil bearing 

limit has diminished the level of self-weight 

increments. The conclusion expressed that the 

profundity of footing relied upon the bearing limit of 

the soil. The bearing limit was equivalent to the 

profundity of footing and reinforcement was 

identified with its property. The depth of footing was 

expanded, the support diminished. Correlation of 

Concentric, Eccentric(one way), Eccentric (the two 

different ways) footings were structured by similar 

information however fortifications step by step 

increment dependent on the proportion of 1: 254: 

4.08. 

 

V. Thiruvengadam et al (2018) The research paper 

introduced the amount and cost demonstrating of 

building foundations of strengthened cement multi-

storeyed structures in the scope of two to ten stories 

intended for seismic forces in the different seismic 

zones of the Indian subcontinent and measures the 

cost premium for giving seismic resistance. The 

foundations considered in the examination were 

disconnected footings, pontoon and heap foundations 

under various admissible bearing tension estimations 

of the supporting soils. The exploration paper gave the 

prerequisite of basic amounts and foundation costs per 

unit floor region of the structure in various seismic 

zones. The cost ramifications for consolidating the 

seismic protections in low to high seismic zones of the 

Indian subcontinent are evaluated.  

 

The outcomes were very proficient for the structure 

experts and cost engineers during beginning times of 

structure improvement and cost arranging and 

featured the feasible economy in foundation costs 

through appropriate assessment of passable bearing 

weight of soils through satisfactory geotechnical 

examinations of the structure operating sites. 

 

Sang-Sup Lee et al (2014) The research paper 

introduced a new strategy to improve the strength and 

malleability of the footing by embeddings the PSPs 

into the footing. The validation and viability of the 

proposed technique were confirmed by a progression 

of tests and nonlinear limited component 

investigation. Test results stated that the quality and 

pliability of the footing impressively expanded 

utilizing the PSPs since the shear cracks were 

adequately secluded by PSPs.  

 

Results reasoned that PSPs ought to be placed in the 

zone of the compressive swagger to take the advantage 

of PSP. Further, the examination results expressed that 

expansion in the size and thickness of the PSP doesn't 

generally ensure a superior quality and malleability of 

the footing with PSPs. The strength obtained from the 

test and parametric examination that meet the 

proposed structure proposals were contrasted and ACI 

plan condition. ACI plan condition disparages the 

quality of the footing with PSPs by 14%. To inspect 

the productivity of the proposed footing with PSPs, a 

correlation with a footing with traditional punching 

shear fortifications was vital. 

 

Sami W. Tabsh and Abdul Raouf Al-Shawa (2005) the 

research paper introduced a relative firmness factor 

"Kr8" in order to resolute a footing can be viewed as 

inflexible for the reasons for structural analysis and 
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structural design. The exploration depended on 

displaying the square and rectangular spread footings 

exposed to concentric and capricious loadings by 

limited components. The footings were demonstrated 

utilizing thick rectangular plate components and the 

soil with versatile springs. The results of the 

investigation demonstrated that a footing with the Kr8 

factor more prominent than 1.0 showed a rigid footing 

with sensible accuracy. This included assurance of soil 

pressures, vertical footing displacement, shear forces, 

and bending moment. The most extreme shear forces 

inside a spread footing were less delicate to changes in 

the firmness of a footing than bending moment.  

 

The results concluded that Meyerhof's solidness factor 

condition had a few inadequacies, including the 

inaptitude, represent the segment cross-section that 

was upheld on the footing and width of the footing. 

The proposed relative firmness factor of Eq. ~5!, Kr8, 

can be dependably used to check the relative rigidity 

nature of a footing. Estimations of Kr8 beneath 1.0 

lead to the greatest soil weight and vertical footing 

displacement if a footing was dissected as unbending. 

The adaptability of a spread footing prompts lower 

load impacts; consequently, expecting a spread footing 

to be inflexible for deciding shear forces and bending 

moment preservationist. Shear forces were less 

delicate to changes in the footing than bending 

moments. 

 

Hisham T. Eid et al (2009) The primary goal of this 

research paper was to introduce the change in the 

conduct of a shallow foundation because of parallel or 

potentially vertical control of the bearing sand. 

Physical and numerical displaying was utilized for this 

reason. The models were intended to reenact square 

pontoon foundations that are encompassed by sheet-

pile dividers to help removal sides of medium or thick 

sand underlain by a stone bed.  

 

The results expressed that sand lateral confinement 

because of divider presence improves the foundation 

bearing limit. The degree of improvement increments 

with expanding divider profundity to foundation 

width proportion and diminishing sand relative 

thickness. The limit was obtuse toward the foundation 

installation profundity. For surface and walled 

foundation laying on the sand, the expansion in 

bearing limits because of the presence of an unpleasant 

unbending stratum decreases when the stratum 

profundity surpasses a basic worth. This worth is free 

of the divider profundity to foundation width 

proportion. It increments with expanding sand 

relative thickness or shear quality. A relationship was 

created to appraise this basic profundity. Bearing 

limits of walled foundation can be assessed regarding 

the limit of a surface foundation sand, sand relative 

thickness, divider profundity to foundation width 

proportion, and profundity of the unbending stratum. 

Outlines were introduced to assess these limits. 

Presence of the dividers or potentially inflexible 

stratum can altogether decrease settlement of shallow 

foundation laying on the sand. Diagrams were 

introduced to gauge this settlement decrease as a 

component of the settlement of a surface foundation 

on broadened sand, divider profundity to foundation 

width proportion, and profundity of the unbending 

stratum. 

 

D. Brown et al (2016) the research paper evaluated the 

comparative practices among Europe and North 

America concerning the plan of drilled pile/bored 

shaft foundation. A few significant patterns were 

distinguished that was regular to the two areas 

specifically expanding multifaceted nature in the task 

requests and applications and progressively stringent 

testing and quality affirmation prerequisites. The plan 

codes introduced similitude between the European 

Union (EU) and the United States was the inclination 

for local (or national on account of the EU) varieties to 

persevere in the execution of configuration rehearses. 
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A portion of the varieties reflect geologic contrasts, yet 

a significant part of the irregularities in configuration 

practice give off an impression of being curios of the 

development of neighborhood practice that was not 

effectively surrendered. Other regular issues 

recognized in the investigation remembered the wide 

nearby varieties for constructability loadss for solid 

blend attributes, support subtleties and the impact of 

development strategies on foundation execution.  

 

A portion of the varieties reflect geologic contrasts, yet 

a significant part of the irregularity in configuration 

practice seems, by all accounts, to be just relics of the 

development of local practice that are not effectively 

surrendered. Other regular issues recognized 

remembered the wide nearby varieties for 

constructability worries to solid blend attributes, 

fortification subtleties and the impact of development 

procedures (for example boring liquids, utilization of 

packaging and base cleaning prerequisites) on 

foundation execution. Structure designer concerns 

identified with these issues are normally reflected in 

development determinations or execution codes. 

 

Seok Jung KIM et al (2019) The research paper stated 

load resistance factor design (LRFD) technique which 

could be utilized to assess the opposition of a structure 

considering vulnerability dependent on dependability 

examination. Here,  13 sets of drilled shaft load test 

information were acquired utilizing strain checks, and 

a heap move investigation was performed to decide 

the precise shaft and base obstruction esteems.  

For bi-directional loads tests, the identical load's 

relocation bend was attracted to decide the complete 

obstruction. Adjustments of the versatile modulus of 

the penetrated shaft concrete and the proportionate 

load uprooting bend considering the hub loads and 

flexible settlement were directed to get progressively 

exact opposition esteems. After deciding exact 

opposition esteems, a dependability investigation was 

performed to decide the objective unwavering quality 

file and the obstruction factors utilizing the propelled 

first-request second-moment (AFOSM) unwavering 

quality strategy.  

 

For the AASHTO-prescribed objective unwavering 

quality list of 3.0, the pole obstruction factors were 

seen as inside 0.13–0.32 of the AASHTO-based 

qualities, the base opposition factors were inside 0.19–

0.29 of the AASHTO-based qualities and the absolute 

opposition factors were inside 0.28–0.42 of the 

AASHTO-based qualities for each bearing limit 

condition assessed. The opposition factors were as 

needs be resolved to be 30–60% of the AASHTO-

prescribed qualities for the pole obstruction and 40–

60% of the AASHTO-suggested values for the base 

opposition. These distinctions in obstruction factors 

were the aftereffect of errors in the state of the stones 

where the bored shafts were established. The 

opposition factors recommended by AASHTO were 

resolved to utilize sedimentary and unblemished stone 

conditions pervasive in the US, while the bedrock in 

Korea will, in general, be endured or delicate rock and 

gneiss. Results decided balanced opposition 

components to represent this distinction in rock type 

and condition, giving improved structure wellbeing 

and loads obstruction exactness when utilizing 

penetrated shafts in Korea. 

 

Prabir K. Basudhar et al (2012) the research paper 

pertained to the optimal cost-analysis and plan of a 

circular footing exposed to summed uploading 

utilizing successive unconstrained minimization 

system (SUMT) related to Powell's conjugate bearing 

strategy for multidimensional quest and quadratic 

introduction technique for one-dimensional 

minimization.  

 

The expense of the footing was limited fulfilling all 

the basic and geotechnical building structure 

contemplations. As an all-encompassing punishment 

work strategy was utilized to change over the obliged 
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issue into an unconstrained one, the created procedure 

was equipped for dealing with both achievable and 

infeasible starting structure vector. The net sparing in 

cost beginning from the most ideal manual plan ran 

from 10 to 20 %. For every single down to earth 

reason, the ideal cost was free of the underlying 

structure point. When begun from various starting 

plan focuses, it was seen that the variety in the last 

ideal expense isn't particularly huge even though 

there are a few varieties in the ideal estimations of the 

structure variable. It has been seen that for a better 

combination, the parameter ought to be picked at any 

rate multiple times the underlying punishment 

parameter k r. Littler estimations of k r, of the request 

for 1.0 or 0.1 require less number of capacity 

assessments. Be that as it may, a superior combination 

might be accomplished with higher estimations of k r, 

of the request for 100 or 1000, to the detriment of an 

enormous number of capacity assessments. The 

created PC program has been seen as very productive 

for these kinds of issues and can acknowledge either a 

plausible or an infeasible starting structure vector for 

obliged minimization. For the pressure and settlement 

calculations, the size of the components of the 

discretized foundation was significant. It has been 

discovered that a component having f proportion as 

0.067 and 2.5 gives sensibly exact results. 

 

Xirong Niu et al (2018) the research paper presented 

the examination of the mechanical instrument and 

settlement execution of a non-contact pile–raft 

foundation utilizing the 3D limited component 

technique, and the impact of the composite 

foundation of CFG pile on controlling the settlement 

of a tall structure was contemplated. To conquer the 

trouble of poor convergence brought about by an 

enormous number of piles, an identical recreation 

technique for the fortification zone was proposed.  

 

Based on the calculation and analysis in the study, the 

conclusions stated that after setting a cushion between 

the heap and the pontoon plate, the inside force of the 

pontoon could be balanced viably and the extremum 

of its moment could be diminished. In any case, when 

the quality and firmness of the pile were high, the 

whole settlement of the pontoon was expanded due to 

the huge damages at the top and base of the heap. The 

settlement was controlled well utilizing a CFG heap 

with moderately low solidarity to strengthen the 

foundation. The axial force and the bending moment 

of the raft of the CFG heap were lower than those of 

the exhausted load in the foundation. At the point 

when the number of heaps was huge, the support zone 

(counting the soil and the pile) can be viewed as an 

anisotropic elastoplastic material. The settlement and 

bending moment of the pontoon got utilizing the basic 

proportionate recreation technique were pretty much 

predictable with those got utilizing the implanted 

heap reenactment strategy. The equal reproduction 

strategy for the fortified zone was appropriate for 

structures for an enormous scope, with countless basic 

units and complex synergetic communications among 

soil and structure. It was a practical procedure to 

rapidly assess the settlement control impact of 

foundation treatment plans. 

 

Nunzia Letizia et al (2018) The research paper 

presented a plan of a foundation framework organized 

in a progression of stages planned for picking an 

affordable framework with a satisfactory factor against 

a heading limit disappointment and a sheltered 

reaction underworking load, as indicated by the 

reference guidelines. A fundamental piece of the plan 

and development procedure of foundation was the site 

examination and load testing. Systematic, exact, semi-

experimental, and hypothetical strategies, in pile 

foundation configuration, have progressed quickly in 

the course of the most recent decades. To improve the 

ability to assess pile reaction to loading for down to 

earth purposes on a particular task, the exploration 

paper prescribed setting up a pile structure strategy 

just dependent on the distinguishing proof of the 
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accompanying three dimensionless amounts the limit 

proportion CR and the solidness proportion SR and 

the gathering settlement proportion. In the last case, 

heaps were planned as normal settlement reducers; in 

this manner, significant contemplations about the 

heap sharing between the heap gathering and the 

pontoon and the solidness of the soil heap framework 

have been presented. (e understanding between the 

decisions made by the author for the last structure of 

heaps geometry, the test perceptions as far as normal 

foundation settlement, and the consequences of the 

utilization of LPDM was exceptionally acceptable. 

 

M Major et al (2019) The research paper introduced a 

correlation of solid footings with pyramid finished 

attachments to the normal attachment foundation 

developments unadulterated Axial loading moved 

from development, no material and item blemishes, 

absence of demonstrated support bars and attachment 

balance subsidence equivalent zero. The association 

with cut-off pyramid makes a chance to decrease the 

necessary stature of foundation in contrast with the 

regular arrangements and prompts diminished load 

just as expenses of the foundation casting. The similar 

examination secured three distinctive outer shapes for 

the two foundations (with ordinary and pyramid 

finished attachment) for example crystal, ventured 

and inclined. The subject of intrigue was if and how 

much the stature of foundations could be decreased in 

contrast with the typical attachment footing. The 

numerical investigation was performed with the use of 

SolidWorks Finite Element Method based 

programming. 

 

Sushilkumar B. Magade and Ramakant K. Ingle (2019) 

The research paper introduced a straightforward 

methodology for computing the profundity to meet 

the inflexible condition under static loading. The 

proposed figuring strategy created a superior 

unbending nature than the current methodologies and 

it corresponded well to the limited component 

technique (FEM) for low subgrades. Steel was 

consistently implanted all through the length or width 

of regular foundation techniques, however, it was 

discovered improper because the bending moment 

was not uniform along the length or width of the 

footing. The examination proposed arrangements 

rethinking the position of steel in the focal zone of the 

balance. The compelling zone for support depended 

on the FEM results. This basic system was created for 

computing the most extreme moment utilizing the 

Diagonal Strip Method (DSM). DSM subbed for FEM, 

and it has been appeared to correspond well. The BM 

at the focal zone just as at the edges can be determined 

to characterize the dispersing of the fortifications.  

 

The paper introduced a basic way to deal with 

ascertain the profundity of and the position of steel 

support for a detached square balance under 

concentric loading. Perceptions were restricted to 

square footings and sections with concentric loading. 

The working pressure strategy (WSM) and the 

breaking point state prerequisite. According to the 

proposed strategy, 40% of the reinforcement must be 

given at the focal zone, because the BM circulation 

was most elevated and the staying 60% ought to be 

put in the rest of the zones. 

 

Anil Kumar Singh and Dr. G.R. Selokar (2016) the 

research paper presented the examination of piled raft 

foundation using finite element programming ANSYS. 

Parametric examinations were done in medium sand 

by fluctuating pile measurements and pile lengths in 

various mixes to introduce the conduct of piled raft 

foundation. The three sorts of communications, to be 

specific pile-soil-pile, pile-soil 1-raft and raft-soil-raft 

was represented utilizing the versatile hypothesis of 

Mindlin.  

 

Results expressed that Pile distance across impacted a 

definitive limit of pile raft foundation though the heap 

length has not of much importance. It was inferred 
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that an ideal blend of pile diameter of 0.5 m at the 

focal point of the raft with 0.4 m at the edges of the 

raft was giving an extreme pile of 4.45 MN with the 

settlement of 26.76 mm which was in acceptable 

limits. 

 

III. CONCLUSION 

 

No detailed study on suitability of sub structure and 

selection of footing technique has been done in past 

researches were conducted on different materials 

including RCC, flyash cement concrete and lateral 

load resisting system however information on techno 

economic feasibility of materials to be used in post 

tensioning structures is lacking. 

 

a. This study will be a base or datum for all 

developing high rise buildings where Utility of 

footing will be feasible after reviewing this 

study.  

b. This study is meant to develop a concept of 

structural designing with considering Concept 

of utilizing footing type as per structure 

loading conditions 
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